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A b s t r a c t

The paper discusses some problems related to the evaluation of the operation quality
of transport systems. An algorithm enabling to develop a mathematical model and a gener-
al model for evaluating the operation quality of transport systems are presented. Certifi-
cates that allow to compute the value of the operation quality of the above systems have
been worked out. Relationships of the partial and correct order of systems as regards the
quality of their operation have been applied. Elementary concepts of metric space were nec-
essary to compute the operation quality of transport systems. The presented certificates are
very useful since they permit the evaluation of the operation quality of a single system at
different moments in time, as well as the assessment of the operation quality of two dis-
tinct systems at the same moment, and of distinct systems in different moments in time.
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S t r e s z c z e n i e

Praca dotyczy oceny jako�ci dzia³ania systemów transportowych. Przedstawiono algo-
rytm wyznaczania modelu matematycznego oraz zbudowano ogólny model oceny jako�ci ich
dzia³ania. Opracowano metryki s³u¿¹ce do wyznaczania jako�ci dzia³ania rozpatrywanych
systemów. Zastosowano relacjê czê�ciowego porz¹dku i dobrego uporz¹dkowania w celu
jako�ciowej klasyfikacji systemów oraz zastosowano podstawowe pojêcia przestrzeni me-
trycznej do wyznaczenia poziomu jako�ci ich dzia³ania.

1. Introduction

The essential operational aim of the transport systems is to provide
passenger transportation over a specific territory, within specified density
and time. The evaluation and assurance of the required operation quality of
these systems both in terms of efficiency, reliability, safety and in terms of
economic aspects are key factors in the process of their operation and main-
tenance.

An analysis of the relevant literature shows that the problems of socio-
technical system operation quality of the <H�M�E> type (human � machine
� environment), including the discussed transport systems, have not been
studied in detail so far. Therefore, on the basis of the results of our own
operation and maintenance investigations (WOROPAY, MU�LEWSKI 2002) and
identification of the processes performed within the investigation object (WO-
ROPAY, KNOPIK, LANDOWSKI 2001), this paper presents a method to build a mo-
del for evaluating the operation quality of transport systems. This method
makes it possible to evaluate and compare the operation quality of various
transport systems of the same (H�M�E) type and contributes to rational
control over the processes performed within the discussed systems.

For the purposes of this paper it has been assumed that "the operation
quality of the system is a set of the system features expressed by means of
their numeral values at a given moment t, determining the level of accom-
plishing the required conditions" (WOROPAY, MU�LEWSKI 2000).

2. Concept of building a model for evaluating
the operation quality of transport systems

This chapter presents a description of the rules that provided a basis for
evaluating the operation quality of transport systems. A general scheme of
system evaluation is shown in Fig. 1.

As shown in this diagram, an external observer � EO, based on the
determined quality criteria K, performs identification of the feature set � X,
describing the transport system from the point of view of the quality of its
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operation. In this paper the term criterion is defined as one of the signifi-
cant conditions, imposed on a feature, describing the quality of the analysis
subject at the given moment t, whereas the feature is a property or quality
of the analysis subject. It must be taken into account that the set of featu-
res adopted to describe the quality of the system under investigation consi-
sts of two subsets: measurable features and non-measurable features. The
measurable features are those which are beyond "the reach" of the possibili-
ties to measure them because of the technical nature problems or because
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Fig. 1. Scheme of evaluating the operation quality of transport systems
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of the lack of knowledge of the investigator. For each measurable feature
describing the system under investigation XMi (i = 1,2,...,n)., the permissible

limits of their changeability are to be set min
,iMX , max

,iMX , which correspond to

the correct (required) operation quality of the system. Likewise, for each
feature which is agreed to be non-measurable one, XNj (j = 1,2,...,m), it is
needed to determine the conditions for the correct quality in a way enabling
unambiguous statement whether or not a specific feature meets them. For
that reason different values from 0 to m are assigned to the non-measura-
ble features. Then the condition of the correct quality of the system opera-
tion at the given moment t, t Î [t0, tk] is presented by the formula stated
below:
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This formula means that at the given moment t, the system operates
with the required quality only when the values of its measurable features
remain within the determined limits and when the non-measurable features
meet the determined conditions of the correct (required) quality of its ope-
ration (WOROPAY, MU�LEWSKI 2001).

The following symbols have been adopted for the diagram shown above:
� EO � external observer,
� S � transport system,
� S1, S2, �, Sn � transport subsystems,
� S21, S22, �, S2k  � elementary subsystems � essential ones,
� S2R1, �, S2Rr � elementary subsystems � reserve ones:
� H� human (operator),
� TO � technical object,

� K∆ � vector of the system operation quality grade,

� WWJ � multidimensional vector of the system operation at the moment t,

� KWJ � criterial quality pattern Q.

The direct impact on the operation quality level of the transport system
is exerted by its subsystems and by interaction of the environment with
each of those subsystems. In the decomposition process, shown in Fig. 1,
the main subsystems of the transport system have been set at the first
level as follows:
� executive subsystem,
� maintenance subsystem,
� decision-making subsystem.
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An analysis of the problems of complex maintenance and operation sys-
tems, and especially of transport systems (NIZIÑSKI 2002), shows that these
subsystems are sets based on the identification of the system under investi-
gation and their number depends on its complexity, kind and intended pur-
pose.

At the second decomposition level, keeping in mind the clarity of repre-
sentation, only subsystems of the executive system have been presented.
These are essential and reserve elementary subsystems of the (H�TO) type,
where a human is interlinked with a technical structure by means of a se-
rial structure, as presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Structure of the elementary subsystem of the executive system:
H � operator (driver), TO � technical object (bus)

H
(driver)

TO
(bus)

They carry out the tasks resulting from the necessity to satisfy their
users' needs, who are treated in the model description as external obse-
rvers. It is obvious that the operation quality of the transport system is also
influenced on by its other subsystems. However, it must be taken into acco-
unt that the person who evaluates the operation quality of the transport
system is the so called external observer � a user of the transport system,
within whose observation range, most of all, is the executive subsystem.
For this reason the external observer evaluates the operation quality of the
transport system based on the example of this subsystem.

The operation quality of the transport system determined at the mo-
ment t, >∈< kttt ,0  is described by means of the so called Multidimensional
Quality Vector. The set of features adopted to describe the operation quality
of the system (X1,X2,�,Xp) determines p � dimensional space of the quality
evaluation. The values of the investigated features at a given moment t are
projected on individual coordinate axes. These values enable to set point M',

with the coordinates [ '
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'
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]. Point M' in the multidimensio-

nal space is the vector end, the beginning of which is the beginning of the
coordinate system. This vector describes the operation quality at the mo-

ment t, and it has been denoted with the symbol WWJ . Afterwards, in the
same investigated p � dimensional space, the model (required) feature valu-
es are projected on each of the adopted coordinate axes, based on which

point M is determined. Point M with the coordinates [
pxxx kkk ,...,,

21
] is the

end of the model vector representing a model system state, which has been
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called the Criterial Quality Pattern and has been denoted with the symbol

JKW . The distance between the ends of the vectors KWJ  and  JWW , in
the adopted p � dimensional space, determines the system operation quality

grade KÄ . It may be described as follows:

WWJKWJK −=Ä (2)

Whereas point M', being the end of the vector JWW , within the time
interval with the length Dt, draws a trajectory representing changes in indi-
vidual feature values of the investigated system, in the considered p � di-
mensional space. It means that the operation quality of the system is chan-
geable in time, because the vector component values are changed on each
axis, in the investigated p � dimensional space in time (t + Dt).

A simplified geometrical interpretation of the vector KÄ , determining
the quality grade of the system operation in space R3, is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Geometrical interpretation of vector K∆ , determining the quality grade of the
system operation in space R3
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 3. Mathematical model for evaluating the operation
quality of transport systems

3.1. Assumptions to build the model

Let Xi(t), i = 1, 2, �, p, denote a feature being a random variable which
depends on time, whose realisation at a given moment t describes the ope-
ration quality of the system. In this paper the quality feature vector is con-
sidered as follows:
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X(t) = <X1(t), X2(t), ..., Xp(t)> (3)

The component Xi(t), i = 1, 2, �, p, of the vector X(t), is a one-dimen-
sional random process in space R, describing the i-th feature of the opera-
tion quality of the system. However, the vector X(t) is p � a dimensional
random process describing comprehensively the operation quality of the sys-
tem in space Rp, at a given moment t. Then the formula:

p R  X : T →Ω× (4)

means that for each pair (t,w), where Ω∈∈ ω,Tt , X(t,w) is p � a dimensio-
nal vector whose components are real numbers expressing the values of the
quality features of the investigated system at a given moment t. Where:

X � p � a dimensional random process (in the geometrical interpreta-

tion representing the vector WWJ ),
T = <0, +¥) � a time moment set,
W � a set of elementary events,
w � an elementary event,
Rp � p � dimensional space composed of vectors in the form: (x1, x2,

�, xp),
xi � p � element number sequences
xi Î R, i = 1, 2, �, p.

3.2. General model for evaluating the operation quality
of transport systems

In order to evaluate the operation quality of transport systems a set of
quality features Z is determined, which is divided into n � disjoint subsets
Z1, Z2,�,Zn such that:

=∩ ji ZZ ø for ¹ j

)()}(),...,(),({... tXtXtXtXZZZZ pn ==∪∪∪= 2121 (5)

,, Npn ∈  n £ p

Each of the n-th subsets of set Z is a set of features describing the
operation quality of individual system elements. In this case, when discus-
sing the sociotechnical systems of the <H�M�E> type, the elements of the
system are: human � operator, machine � technical object and environment.
The number of elements and features is determined based on the identifica-
tion of the system being investigated, and depends on its type, complexity
and characteristics.
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An evaluation of the operation quality of the system is performed based
on the determined, significant for the investigation performance purpose,
quality features Xi(t) i=1,2,�,p. The values of these features determine the
components of the Multidimensional Quality Vector ( WWJ ). This vector re-
presents the operation quality of the system at the moment t. The above
considerations may be formulated as:
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where: kn = p.
In this paper it has been assumed that the operation quality of trans-

port systems is a representation of the formula:

RY : T    →Ω× (7)

which means that Y(t,w) Ω∈∈ ω,Tt , is a measure of the operation quality
of the system at the moment t, and it depends on the elementary event w,
where:

Y � a measure of evaluation of the operation quality of the system,
being the function of the random variable vector X(t), (represen-

ting the length of the vector K∆ ),
T = <0, +¥) � a set of time moments,
W � a set of elementary events,
R � a set of real numbers,
w � an elementary event.

3.3. Measures of evaluating the operation quality
of transport systems

3.3.1. Partial order relation

Let t1 < t2 < � < tn be the moments at which the feature values of the
operation quality of the investigated system S were measured.

In the set of the vectors X(t1), X(t2), �, X(tn) it is possible to formulate
the partial order relation as stated below:

Definition 1
The vector X(tk) is in relation with the vector X(tr), if for each

i Î {1,2,�,p} there is:
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Xi (tk) £ Xi (tr) (8)

The above formula means that the system S at the moment tr Î T has
a higher operation quality grade than at the moment tk.

In this paper it has been assumed that that equation (3) determines a
set of features describing the operation quality vector of the system at the
moment t.

Whereas Xi (tk), Xi (tr) stand for the same sets of quality features de-
scribing the investigated system at the time moments tr and tk.

Definition 2
The system S at the moment tk has a higher operation quality grade

than at the moment tr, if the following inequalities are true:

Xi (tr) £ Xi (tk) (9)

for i = 1, 2, �, p.
It can been seen that the partial order relation may be used in order to

describe changes in the operation quality of the investigated systems at the
different time moments tk and tr.

3.3.2. Correct order relation

The partial order relation, introduced in point 3.3.1, allows to determi-
ne if the investigated system at the moment tr has a higher operation qu-
ality grade than at the moment tk, only in specific cases.

In order to describe the order relation for any systems at set time mo-
ments, for the quality vector described by dependence (3), a function descri-
bed on this vector is introduced, which takes the values from the set of real
numbers. The values of this function create an ordered set as presented
below:

q(X(t)) = q(X1(t), X2(t), �,Xp(t)) (10)

where q is a function of p � variables such that q(X(t)) is a stochastic pro-
cess. This function is a measure of the operation quality of the system.

In the considerations regarding the operation quality of the system it
has been assumed that each of the coordinates of the vector X(t) is smaller
than or equal to a certain limiting value of the pattern for individual quality
features:

Xi(t) £ qi (11)

for: t Î T, i = 1, 2, �, p.
A set of the quality criterial features fulfilling the above inequality is

represented by the model state of the operation quality of the system (in

the geometrical interpretation KWJ ).
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The application of (10) makes it possible to introduce the correct order
relation of systems in terms of their operation quality (RASIOWA 1999).

Definition 3
The investigated system at the moment tk Î T has a higher operation

quality grade than at the moment tr Î T, if:

q(X(tr)) < q(X(tk)) (12)

For the investigated system a random process is defined, representing the
operation quality of the system, and is formulated as:

;)()( ∑
=

=
p

i
iiX tXTZ

1
α  10
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=

p

i
ii αα , (13)

where ai, i = 1, 2, �, p stand for the values of the quality weights of indivi-
dual features, determining the operation quality of the investigated system.

ZX(t) � is a random process, being a finite combination of the processes
Xi(t), i=1,2,�,p For the process ZX(t) the below inequality is obvious:

TtqtZ
p

i
iiX ∈≤ ∑

=
,)(

1
α (14)

The above mentioned inequality indicates that the process ZX(t) deter-
mined by means of equation (13) is limited, thus the feature values determi-
ning the operation quality of the system shall not go beyond the preset
threshold, that means the right side of the inequality (14).

For the average value it can be noted that:

EZX(t) = ∑
=

p

i
i

1
α EXi(t) (15)

The average value EZX(t) is a linear combination of the average values
EXi(t), i=1,2,�,n. The formula (15) is applicable irrespectively of the fact
whether the processes Xi(t), i=1,2,�,n are dependent.

For the process variation Zx(t) = ∑
=

p

i
ii tX

1
)(α  there is:
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jiji tXtX ))(),(cov(αα2 (16)

where cov (Xi(t), Xj(t)) means covariation between the random variables Xi(t)
and Xj(t). In the case when the random processes Xi(t), i=1,2,�,p are inde-
pendent, all the covariations cov(Xi(t), Xj(t)) are equal to zero. In this case
the process variation ZX(t) is a sum of the variations.
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In real cases the processes Xi(t), i=1,2,�,p are dependent and it is to be
expected that the covariations cov(Xi(t), Xj(t)) will be positive. This fact may
be expressed in such a way that the processes Xi(t) are positively correlated
by pairs. That means that the coefficient of the correlation between the
random variables Xi(t) and Xj(t), i,j=1,2,�n, is positive.

For the investigated system S at any moment t it is possible to deter-
mine the length between the point describing the operation quality of this
system at the moment t (in the geometrical interpretation this point is the

end of WWJ ) from the model system (the point determining KWJ ) by
means of the following formula:

∑
=

−=
p

i
ii qtXqtXd

1

2
1

2 )))((()),(( (17)

Formula (17) may be applied as a tool to classify systems in terms of
their operation quality.

Functions (13) and (17) are particular cases of additive functionals set
on p � dimensional stochastic process X(t).

3.3.3. Application of essential concepts of metric space to evaluate
the operation quality of the system

Formula (17) is one of the examples to describe the operation quality of
the system at the moment t, in the space Rp. The space Rp is composed of
p � element number sequences:

Rp = {(x1, x2, �, xp) xi Î R,  i = 1, 2, �,p}

In p � element space of the sequences consisting of real numbers, it is
possible to determine the length (metric) � the operation quality grade of

the system ( K∆ ) in many different ways (KUDREWICZ 1976). The metric de-
scribed with the formula (17) is called Euclidean metric. If:

,),...,,( p
p Rxxxx ∈= 21

,),...,,( p
p Ryyyy ∈= 21

then the Euclidean metric is determined as follows:

∑
=
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The metric may also be determined by means of the following formula:

∑
=
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1
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The above metric is referred to in professional literature as the urban metric.
The next metric is determined by means of the following formula:

ii
pi

yxyx −=
≤≤∞ 1

max),(ρ (20)

This metric is referred to as the Chebyshev metric.
The set Rp along with metric (18) or (19) or (20) create a metric space.

The metric space (Rp, r2) is most commonly used in practice.

In general the pair (Rp, r), where r ),( yx  is one of the metrics, is

called a metric space, if a non-negative number pRyx ∈,  is assigned to each
pair of the elements in such as way that the following metric conditions are
satisfied:

� =),( yxρ ).(),( symmetry−xyρ

The first axiom of the metric means that the distance from the point
x to y  is the same as the distance from y  to x:

� =),( yxρ  0 only then, if .yx =

The next axiom of the metric means that the distance between two
points yx =  is greater than 0 then and only then, when these points do
not coincide.

� ).inequalitytriangle(),(),(),( −≥+ yxyxyx ρρρ

The third axiom of the metric means that the points zyx ,,  create
a triangle or they lie on a single straight line. It is known that the sum of
the lengths of two sides is always greater than or equal to the length of the
third side in this triangle.

),( yxρ  is called a metric and defines the length between the points x and y .

When evaluating the operation quality of the system the concept of the
distance from the set E Ì Rp  to the point is also applicable (SMALKO 1972).
The distance from the set E to the point x is as follows:

),(inf),( yxEx
Ey

ρρ
∈

= (21)

where inf stands for the infimum of the numeral set.
If E stands for the model set of the values of system operation quality

features, then the distance

( ) ( )YtXEtX
Ey

),(inf),( ρρ
∈

= (22)
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represents the state of the operation quality of the system at the moment t.

In the geometrical interpretation the operation quality of the system K∆  is

the distance between the point being the end of the vector WWJ  and the
infimum of the set E.

Another case considered in this paper is the use of the distance betwe-
en the sets W, E when evaluating the operation quality of the investigated
system. If the set E means the model value set of the system quality featu-
res and the set W means the value set of the system quality features at the
moment t, then the distance:

),(inf),(
,

yxEW
EyWy

ρρ
∈∈

= (23)

determines the operation quality of the system at the moment t. In the

geometrical interpretation, the operation quality of the system K∆  is the
distance between the sets W and E.

The distances r(X(t),E) and r(W,E) may be determined by means of one
of the metrics described by formulas (18, 19, 20).

Summary

The method presented in this paper and the model built to evaluate the
operation quality of transport systems are tools to support rational control
over the processes carried out within the discussed systems, depending on
changes of the changeable values describing the actions of the operators,
technical objects controlled by them and impact of the environment.

The metrics presented in the paper are applicable for evaluating the
operation quality of the same system at different time moments, as well as
for assessing the operation quality of two different systems at the same
time moment, and of different systems at different time moments.
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